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(MO: A real blast at the "deprogrammers"!--At last somebody besides us is beginning to speak out against these criminal torturers!--God damn them!--They've damned too many souls already!--God bless "SPECIAL" Magazine! --Angry Dad!)
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UNDER THE NAME OF A FEDERATION
of parents' associations is hiding a secret organisation that just crossed the Atlantic to spread its evil shadow over our continent of Europe!

NEW HAVEN 12/3/73: It is noon, it is warm in this little city of Connecticut a few miles northeast of New York. The buildings of the well known Yale University stand at the end of Elm Street which is filled with cars and motorcycles with shining outside handlebars.

LOST IN THE CROWD of students moving down the street towards the drugstores and cars Wes Lockwood didn't see the two men and the young woman standing by an Oldsmobile coupe of which one of the doors on the sidewalk side is open like a trap.

WHEN THE YOUNG MAN of 23 years old came to the level of the group and suddenly recognised the bald head and white hair of his father it was already too late! Like a flash the young woman jumps on him to hold him by the waist while Peter Lockwood senior holds his arms and pushes him into the car which suddenly drives away!

AROUND THEM IS THE USUAL INDIFFERENCE: A few students shrug their shoulders and smile as the vehicle moves away into the traffic. Wes succeeds in opening the window and leans out:
"HELP! THEY'RE KIDNAPPING ME!"--Police!...." he succeeds to shout before a brown hand puts a gag around his mouth! But nobody reacts...except the police who start to follow the Oldsmobile when it turns into an entrance to the New York Highway.

A "FORMER ROBOT"

TED PATRICK, THE ORGANISER OF THIS SPECTACULAR KIDNAPPING has just told about its highlights in a book written in collaboration with the novel writer Tom Dulack and called "LET OUR CHILDREN GO!"--Ted tells his tale:

HERE WE ARE PURSUED...growling of motors and howling of sirens...During more than 15 miles I watch in the rearview mirror the two police cars and suddenly in front of us a barricade of two other vehicles stopped across the road. Men armed with browning automatic rifles and revolvers rush toward us and make us get out of the car, hands in the air.

"MY GOD", laments Allen, Peter Lockwood's brother, "What's happening to us?"--"It happens to us", I said, "that in the eyes of the law we are criminals!"
"THE NEW EXORCISTS"

(The young Wes runs towards the men in uniform: "I am of age!" he shouts, "I know my rights and I want to leave this car! These men have kidnapped me!"

IN HIS EXCITEMENT he didn't even realise that Ted Patrick, a strong black man with thick spectacles, his face crossed by a thick moustache, is already busy debating with a leather-jacketed lieutenant. He takes from his briefcase a dossier of letters that he shows as proof:

"HE SAVED ME from the slavery of the Children of God" writes Charles Pinson of Decatur (Georgia)... "Without Ted Patrick my life would now be broken", states Randy Sacks of Santiago (California). "I used to be a robot devoted to Hare Krishna"... and a certain John Colacula of Fort Lauderdale (Florida) adds: "Ted Patrick cared for me like a doctor cares for a sick man. If you forbid him to do his duty, you'll never see again all these children who have fallen into the hand of Moon!"

made his decision. He comes close to Wes Lockwood, who has prudently moved further from his father. "Are you part of a religious sect?" "Definitely!" shouts the young man excitedly. "I am part of the Missionary Brotherhood of the Old Testament, and I have a right to be! I am over 23!" "Listen good", interrupts the policeman. "I don't care if you are 23 or 40, you are going to go back in this car with your father really nicely, and you are going to do it right away, understand?"

THIS KIDNAPPING that almost failed was the thousandth success of Theodore Patrick, controversial exorcist and private detective at the same time, sworn enemy of the sects that "rot American youth", a bounty hunter in the Far West populated with new prophets!

WELL OVER FORTY, wide shouldered, his frizzy hair cut short, Ted Patrick was always attracted by the art of persuasion. As a young volunteer in the Marines in Korea he studied the Chinese methods of brainwashing. When he was later promoted as a psychologist in the US army after the war in Vietnam, he interviewed hundreds of American soldiers freed from the Vietcong camps.

DURING WEEKS these soldiers described to him the re-education that they had to undergo, and Ted Patrick took his inspiration from that when during the last California primary elections he had to assume with more or less success, and sometimes on the limits of brainwashing, the Public Relations of ultra-

"THE FIRST MARTYRS"

AT THE SAME TIME, and probably because he already sensed the electoral defeat of the ex-Hollywood comedian, the black psychologist put his capacities to the service of another cause. THE TIDAL WAVE OF "CRAZINESS FOR CHRIST" had swept American youth and had allowed the development of a multitude of sects: Hare Krishna, the Children of God, Former Catholics, Divine Light, Missionaries of the Old Testament, The Church of Scientology, not to be confused with Christian Science...

CHILDISH MYSTICISM most of the time, but sometimes also coming close to a real philosophy, but anyhow, they were a new form of rebellion, Pacifists and Elitists and consequently condemned to stay on the edge of society.

ON TOP OF WHICH THERE IS ALSO THE "MOON PHENOMENON" through the Unification Church that he founded. The humility of Jesus Christ having proved its ineffectiveness, the New Messiah had to be rich, powerful and triumphant, his church was no more founded on a rock but on a trust powerful enough not only to oppose international communism but also to free oppressed Korea.

MOON'S POLITICAL-MILITARIST PREOCCUPATIONS lately have brought even violent reactions. Spectacular kidnappings, punitive expeditions as well as international plotting against the Parisian headquarters of the Unification Church made the first martyr of the sect as well as

"KIDNAP!"

THIS HARDENING of positions brings on the irresistible ascension of Ted Patrick. For some public opinion, the extraordinary proliferation of all these "Parallel Religions" could only be the result of some monstrous deceit! It is with the dowry of innumerable dopes willing to "become as a baby" that the "Children of God" bought buildings in almost all the Western capitals, isn't it? (MO: A lie!-We own no such properties!-It is against our general policies to own properties!)

AND SUN MOON, isn't his a multi-millionaire business of which certain factories make weapons and ammunitions with the blessing of his church?—Whereas the Pope of Scientology, doesn't he own the Royal Scotman, a floating palace—a monastery of 3300 tons? It is a fact that many of the young proselytes come from wealthy families, if not rich...

AND THERE COMES TED PATRICK......only in the beginning though. Once he becomes well known, he doesn't need to go to his "customers"...they come and get him. He accuses Philip Mac-Candish of being a false prophet,
of taking children away from their parents, and Hannah Lowe of being a witch capable to put into moral slavery and to "transform into Zombies" thousands of young people...

WHAT IS THERE TO DO?—GO OVER THE LAW, if the law cannot do anything about it! Oppose with violence the fascination, if necessary! Organise the kidnapping of the "lost" children to put them back in the "right way", even through violence if necessary!

"DEPROGRAMMING"

FOR SURE, TED PATRICK is not a mercenary of the Faith. He doesn't ask to be "paid" for his work, but he accepts willingly to have his expenses paid back, expenses which are usually enormous. He travels only in airplanes and stays only at the best hotels, and he takes all the necessary time to study the habits of his "victim", even several weeks if needed.

THEN HE ATTACKS. To kidnap a young boy or girl inside a house, even if watched, he only needs three minutes....and only a few seconds in the street! His nickname "Black Lightning" suits him for sure really good. If nothing else, this only justifies the bill of about $4,000 to $30,000 plus a donation—if you want—for his "good works", expenses and deprogramming included...

BLACK LIGHTNING uses a sophisticated vocabulary which he didn't create but copied from information—and which is usually reassuring—to describe the brainwashing which he applies to his "subjects":

HIS BRAINWASHING HE CALLS "DEPROGRAMMING", to wipe out the received ideas like on a tape. Shock treatment: After one or two weeks, even the most fanatical "Moonist" is transformed again into a docile sheep, de-personalised, recovered by his parents but lost for everybody...

"I ALWAYS FOUGHT any kind of oppression", pleaded Ted Patrick in front of his judges a few months ago...One right after the other he had just had two terrible failures: First when he offered his services to Mr. and Mrs. Epstein, of Toronto, to bring back home their daughter Linda, an adept of Hare Krishna.

PRAYER AT THE RISING SUN by the adepts of Hare Krishna.

HELD PRISONER TO BE "DEPROGRAMMED", the young girl had to undergo violence, which she immediately reported to the police after having escaped. Murray Epstein, the father, was condemned with a big fine. Steven North, a Canadian "deprogrammer" was put in jail. John Miles, a psychiatrist of San Diego, Shelley Turner and Ann McPerson of Boston, and also Ted Patrick, were thrown out of Canada.

ONLY A FEW WEEKS LATER about mid-March another scandal hap-
pended in Denver: Two Greek families had asked Ted Patrick for help because their daughters would have chosen ersatz ("phony") religions. They were held prisoner in a deserted motel, Dina Thomas and Catherine Makriz, 21 and 23 years old, and they were going to be "deprogrammed".

SUDDENLY THE POLICE interrupted them in the bungalow rented by Ted Patrick. After long searches they found out that Maria Thomas, 20 years old, and Annette Calios and Sofia Rador, both of age also, had also been "deprogrammed", not because they were part of a sect but only because they were having relationships with young Americans, whereas they had been "promised" by their parents to young boys of their own country!

"CHANGE LOCATION"

AFTER HAVING CLOSED THEIR EYES FOR YEARS, THE AMERICAN AUTHORITIES FINALLY DECIDED TO REACT! -- Especially after Walter Robert Taylor, 22 years old, and Debbie Dudgeon, 23 years old of Plainfield New Jersey, had both been deprogrammed without success after having both been converted to Catholicism. (MO: Aha! They finally stepped on some big toes!)

BEGINNING APRIL 1973, DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF DENVER, DALE TOOLEY, DECIDED TO ATTACK TED PATRICK: -- "The parents of the girls had given me assurance that the girls were not held in this motel against their will", pleaded the Deprogrammer. But it was lost time... the lawyer of Ted Patrick had asked for him to have conditional dis-

charge, but it was rejected and the former Public Relations man is right now in jail in Oregon.

HAVING LOST ITS SUCCESS ACROSS THE ATLANTIC, THE TECHNIQUE HAS NOW CROSSED THE OCEAN TO EUROPE to become a movement and take the significant name of "POWER", composed of the first letters of "People's Organisation Work Group on Ersatz Religions." The top man of it is "Travailliste" deputy Mr. Paul Rose.

HIS FINANCE MAN IS A BRITISH MILLIONAIRE IN LONDON, KENNETH FRAMPTON, that used to finance the "Dr. James Beford Anti-cult Group" of Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. (MO: And who fought the Children of God in Britain because his own sons joined them!)

AROUND THEM ARE "DEPROGRAMMERS" AND "PSYCHIATRISTS", AMERICANS SOUGHT BY THE FBI FOR KIDNAPPING and holding people prisoner--federal criminal offences -- and that decided logically to change locations... Their names in the judicial chronicles of American newspapers two years.
ago are Alexander Brook, George Winston, Gene Aven etc....

The deprogrammer-psychiatrist Glen Aven.

(ND: To what extent former 'friend' Frankton has sunk with his Evangelicals! -look who they're working with now! The Pharisees have joined the Saducees, High Priests, Jews and Romans to try to stamp out the true Christians! -By torture & death if need be!)

BRUTALITY AND VIOLENCE!

FROM LONDON "POWER" EXTENDED ITS RAMIFICATIONS TO HOLLAND, DENMARK, SWEDEN AND GERMANY. IN FRANCE the police already received a few disturbing complaints of disappearance of members of religious sects, but no complaints for "deprogramming" have been received as yet.

SO THE MOVING OF TED PATRICK'S DISCIPLES TO ENGLAND would only have been one more element in the complicated puzzle of parallel religions, if two alarming events hadn't happened:

FIRST, THERE WAS THE PUBLICATION OF A HANDBOOK FOR "DEPROGRAMMERS" that was given out on a big scale. You can find in it the section on tariffs "that you should ask the customers to pay in advance, because they are less generous when they have their children back."

BUT YOU ALSO FIND IN IT TECHNIQUES that would not have been ignored by the inquirers that prepared the records for the tribunals of Prague and Moscow. At the time, the deprogrammer must stay away during the kidnaping, letting the parents take care of the job. The assistants of the "deprogrammer" must be carefully chosen among retired policemen and nurses that worked in asylums.

TO BREAK THE WILL POWER OF THE "SUBJECT" you cannot give him any food. "As the deprogramming only takes a few days, fasting doesn't bring any danger from a medical aspect." A more refined technique consists of provoking the "verbal stress" with the help of amplifiers that shout "arguments made to ridicule the sect of the subject" and you forbid him to answer or to justify himself. And when you allow the "possessed" to explain, he can only do it naked in front of his clothed judges.

A BIG ROLE IS OF COURSE GIVEN TO SEXUAL RELATIONS between the "deprogrammer" and his "subject". The manual doesn't encourage homosexual relationships and condemns rape, "even when it is accomplished for the purpose to humble and break resistance".... But, on the other hand, sexual relations consented to freely "prove that the subject admires the deprogrammer, and he himself then under these conditions needs to show that his severity doesn't exclude beneficence"....!
"THE NEW EXORCISTS"

A DEAD CHILD AT THE CITADEL

THIS CODE OF VERY PECULIAR MORALITY could have made one smile if these same terms hadn't been expressed at an ultra-confidential conference held by "POWER" under the cover of the very official "De Gloria Trust" (MO: Mr. Frampton's charity fund!) and that the Biblical Institute of Belgium had welcomed 15 days ago in Heverlee.

THROWN OUT, THE JOURNALISTS really had a hard time to even get a program, which was revealing enough itself. Observers, which had received invitations after asking for them, were also put out of the meetings.---"We realised that these were stolen invitations", tried to explain a tall blonde young girl, dry and bony, a fanatic of the Crucifix with eyes that threw flames of the stake!...

"WE HAVE NOTHING TO DO with the De Gloria Trust", explained Mr. Blom, the Director of the Institute. "It is a middleman that reserved the rooms and installations of the Center"...(MO: Meaning Mr. Frampton, our old enemy!) But very strange, the middleman doesn't have an address or identity...Or Mr. Blom must have a really bad memory...

FOR FOUR DAYS ABOUT 50 CONGRESSISTS looking like furniture movers lived there secluded only a few hundred meters from the Institute of Exact Science of the Catholic University where Leonid Pliouchtch once spoke about the Rights of Man, freedom of thoughts and beliefs...!

DURING THIS TIME IN THE BIBLICAL INSTITUTE OF BELGIUM THE DEBATE WAS ABOUT ILLEGAL BRAIN-WASHING TECHNIQUES AND "DEPROGRAMMING", of "beating" as a way of persuasion, and the limits allowed by the handbook of the perfect little "deprogrammer".

THE TECHNICIAN MUST HAVE ENOUGH SELF CONTROL TO BEAT SOMEONE without wrath and brutality, in a medical way if you want. He needs to correct the subject, but without causing any breaking of bones or internal injuries.--Terms which could have terrible results!

BECAUSE TWO YEARS AGO THE "DEPROGRAMMERS" CROSSED THE OCEAN, AND TWO YEARS AGO A YOUNG MAN WAS FOUND DEAD at the foot of the Citadel of Namur. He had not fallen. He was naked, next to his clothes nicely folded, as if he had justified himself in front of his judges. He had internal injuries like he had been "corrected". He was just 21 years old and his name was Michael Piersotte.--And he was a Child of God!

---By Paul Emmanuel.

(MO: BEWARE DEAR CHILDREN! RESIST the Enemy! FIGHT the good fight! DEFEND the faith! CONTEND earnestly! Be prepared for these monsters! Warn everyone! DEFEND yourselves! Call the police! You may be next! ...)